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The present study examines the situation on fostering problem solving ability in Technology Education. The

problem solving ability evaluation test and problem solving ability diagnosis test were created and implemented in

the classes in "Woodworking" area at a junior high school. The basic knowledge has been acquired on students'

fostering problem solving abilityin Technology Education.
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1. Introduction

In Industrial Arts Education there are six areas!

"Woodworking," "Metalworking," "Electricity,"

"Machines," "Cultivation," and "Information

Technology." Among them, fostering problem solving

ability is especially expected in "Woodworking" area

since this area includes productive practice and

students have most interest in this area. However,

regarding the fostering of problem solving ability,

there are few researches conducted throughout a

teaching plan or consistent study conducted on a

whole class, group, or individual. Therefore, pursuing

the research in these aspects is required as the

practical issue.

The objective of this study is to clarify how

students' problem solving ability is fostered in

"Woodworking" classes. Based on the previous

studieslK4), the structure of problem solving ability

and its components were established and the problem

solving ability evaluation test and the problem solving

ability diagnosis test were created. They were

implemented to examine the situation on fostering

problem solving ability.

2. Study Method

2.1 Structure of Problem Solving Ability and

Definition of Each Component

Referring to the previous studies, the structure of

problem solving ability is classified into Thinking

Ability, Affective Domain, and Skills. Then, ten

components are established as the subordinate

structure as shown in Figure 1. "Knowledge and

understanding," "imagination," "judgment," and

"analysis" are created as the components of Thinking

Ability! "independence," "ambition," and "curiosity" are

created as the components of Affective Domain; and

"planning," "information collection," and "manipulation

of teaching aids and tools" are created as the

components of Skills. Their definitions were shown in

Table 1.

Figure 1 Structure and Components of Problem

Solving in IndustrialArts Education.

2.2 Test

Two kinds of tests were created to examine the

students' fostering problem solving ability! the

problem solving ability evaluation test and the

problem solving ability diagnosis test. Among the

components above, "knowledge and understanding"

was omitted in the tests because it was considered

difficult for the students to do self-evaluation on the

component. Therefore, the problem solving ability

diagnosis test comprises 27 questions with three

questions for each nine components. On the other

hand, the problem solving ability evaluation test
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Table 1 Components of Problem Solving Abilityand their Definition.

consists of nine questions with one question for each

component. These tests are shown in Appendix 1 and

Appendix 2 respectively. Table 2 indicates the

correspondence of each component with the question

of the tests. The problem solving ability diagnosis

test was conducted before the beginning of the whole

class, before the productive practice, and after the

end of the whole class while problem solving ability

evaluation test was conducted after each class.

Students were asked to choose one from four choices;

A! It holds sufficiently true, which is counted as 4

points, B! It holds rather true, which is counted as 3

points, C: It does not hold true to some extent, which

is counted as 2 points, and D! It does not hold true

completely, which is counted as 1 point.

2.3 Practicing Classes

The subjects of this study were 160 female and

male first graders in Class 1 through Class 4 at "A"

junior high school at Nagoya City. (Each class

consisted of 40 students.) The students in Class 1 and

Class 2 received instruction with the purpose of

problem solving. On the other hand, the students in

Class 3 and Class 4 receive conventional instruction.

The instruction with the purpose of problem solving

means that a teacher tries to make students recognize

a problem and think about it by asking questions

aggressively. On the contrary, conventional

instruction means that a teacher explains the learning

content and he provides students with information in

one direction. Also, students in Class 2 and Class 4

learned mainly in a small group and those in Class 1

and Class 3 learned mainly individually. The

Table 2 Correspondences of Components and the Question Number of Problem

Solving AbilityDiagnosis Test and Evaluation Test.
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combination of teaching method and learning form is

named as shown in Table 3'. Class 1 is Type I, Class

2 is Type II, Class 3 is type M, and Class 4 is Type IV.

For these four types, analysis of variance was

calculated by statistical analysis package of computer

(STAR, Ver. 4.0). This is 2X2X4 design. The first

factor is a teaching method, which has two levels!

Table 3 The Combination of Teaching Method and Learning Form.

2.4 Teaching Plan

As shown in Table 4, the teaching plan for the total

30 hours is as follows! the first hour "wood and life,"

the second hour "growth and tissue of wood," the

third hour "how to draw an idea sketch," the fourth

through the tenth hour "production of a pen holder,"

the 11th and 12th hour "strength and property of

wood," the 13th through the 29th hour "production of

a file box," and the 30th hour "utilization of wood."

Among the 30 hours, the first through the tenth hour

Table 4 Teaching Curriculum in "Woodworking"

Area.
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"instruction with the purpose of problem solving" or

"conventional instruction." The second factor is

learning form, which has also two levels! "group

learning" or "individual learning." The third factor is

time, which has four levels! "the firsthour," "the tenth

hour," "the 29th hour," or "the 30th hour."

and the final 30th hour is sedentary learning and the

11th through the 29th hour is productive practice.

3. Results and Considerations

3.1 Transition of the Total Score of Problem

Solving Ability

In the result of problem solving ability evaluation

test, the value that simply averaged the total scores of

male and female students is held to be an average

score. Figure 2 shows the transition of the total score

of problem solving ability. The score of problem

solving ability as a whole is 2.88 points at the first

hour. Then, the score increases to 3.33 points at the

tenth hour, which is the end of the first productive

practice. Thereafter, the score increases gradually to

3.41 points at the 29th hour, which is the end of the

second productive practice. Finally, the score is 3.25

points at the 30th hour. The results indicate that the

score of problem solving ability as a whole is

developed by the whole class hours of teaching

curriculum in "Woodworking" area though there is

some increase and decrease on the way.

3.2 Transition of the Scores of Three Structures

Regarding the transition of the scores of three

structures that consist of problem solving ability,the

score of Thinking Ability, Affective Domain, and Skills

is 2.96, 3.01, and 2.69 points at the first hour

respectively. At the tenth hour, they increase to 3.33,

3.33, and 3.04 points and at the 29th hour they are

3.40, 3.35, and 3.48 points. Finally at the 30th hour

they show 3.20,3.24, and 3.30 points.

With the close look of the details of the scores of

each structure, it is found that the scores of Thinking
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Figure 2 Problem Solving Ability as a Whole and Three Structures.

Ability and Affective Domain transit with about the At the first hour, the score of "imagination,"

same score through the first to the 30th hour. "judgment," and "analysis" is 2.77,3.08, and 3.04 points

However, it is found that the scores of Skills are lower respectively. Then, at the tenth hour, they increase to

than other two structures through the first to the fifth 3.24, 3.38, and 3.39 points. Also, at the 29th hour, all

hour since there were no scenes for productive scores increase to 3.34, 3.43, 3.44 points. Finally at

practice during the period. the 30th hour they are 3.05,3.30,3.26 points.

The details of the average scores of Thinking

3.3 Transition of the Average Scores of Thinking Ability Ability indicate that the scores of "judgment" and

The transition of the scores of "imagination," "analysis" transit similarly and they are higher than

"judgment," and "analysis," which consist of Thinking the average score of Thinking Ability at the most of

Ability,is shown in Figure 3. hours. On the other hand, the scores of "imagination"

Figure 3 Thinking Ability and its Components.
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are lower than the average score of Thinking Ability

at the all hours. It is found from these results that

fostering "imagination" would be good for developing

Thinking Ability further.

3.4 Transition of the Average Scores of Affective

Domain

The transition of the score of "independence,"

"ambition," and "curiosity," which consist of Affective

Domain, is shown in Figure 4. At the first hour, the

score of "independence," "ambition," and "curiosity" is

3.08, 2.92, and 3.03 points respectively. Then, at the

tenth hour, they increase to 3.61, 3.40, and 2.97 points.

Also, at the 29th hour, they are 3.57, 3.38, 3.11 points

and at the 30th hour they are 3.31, 3.20, and 3.23

points. The scores of three components of Affective

Domain indicate the similar scores though there is

some increase and decrease on the way.

With the close look of the details of the average

scores of Affective Domain, the score of

"independence" indicates the highest points at the

most of hours while the score of "ambition" progresses

similar to the average score of Affective Domain. On

the other hand, the score of "curiosity" is lower than

the average score of Affective Domain at the most of

hours. It is found from these results that fostering

"curiosity" would be good for developing Affective

Domain further.

3.5 Transition of the Average Scores of Skills

The transition of the score of "planning,"

"information collection," and "manipulation of

teaching aids and tools," which consist of Skills, is

shown in Figure 5. At the first hour, the score of

"planning," "information collection," and "manipulation

of teaching aids and tools" is 3.05, 2.76, and 2.26 points

respectively. Then, at the tenth hour, they increase to

3.37,3.04, and 3.61 points. Also, at the 29th hour, they

are 3.50,3.26,3.67 points and at the 30th hour they are

3.23, 3.17, and 3.50 points. The scores of three

components of Skills indicate the similar points

though there is some decrease on the way.

With the close look of the details of the average

scores of Skills, the score of "planning" progresses

similarly to the average score of Skills. And the score

of "information collection" is consistent and lower

than the average score of Skills at the most of hours.

On the other hand, the score of "manipulation of

teaching aids and tools" increases by 1.25 points,

which is the highest increase among all components.

It is found from these results that fostering

"information collection" would be good for developing

Skills further. Also, high score of "manipulation of

teaching aids and tools" suggests that it highly

contributes to fostering the problem solving ability.

Figure 4 Affective Domain and itsComponents.
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Figure 5 Skillsand itsComponents.

3.6 Transition of Scores of Problem Solving Ability are 3.39, 3.47, 3.40, and 3.39 points and at the 30th

as a Whole in Each Class hour they are 3.22,3.38,3.26,and 3.12points. Though

Figure 6 shows the transition of the scores of there are some decrease on the way, the score in

problem solving abilityas a whole in each categorized Class 1, Class 2, Class 3, Class 4 increases by 0.47,

class. At the firsthour, the score in Class 1, Class 2, 0.52, 0.54, and 0.57 points respectively through the

Class 3, Class 4 is 2.92, 2.95, 2.86 and 2.82 points firsthour to the 29th hour, and they increase by 0.30,

respectively. Then, at the tenth hour when the first 0.43,0.40,and 0.20 points respectively through the

productive practice finished, they increase to 3.41, firstto the 30th hour.

3.37,3.30,and 3.25points. Also, at the 29th hour, they

Figure 6 Problem Solving Abilityas a Whole in Each Class.
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Analysis of variance was conducted on combined

plan with teaching method (2),learning form (2), and

time (4). It was found that the main factor of time was

highly significant (F (3.369)=43.16). Then, multiple

comparisons were applied using LSD method. It was

found from its result that the average score at the

tenth hour, the 29th hour, and the 30th hour was

significantly larger than the average score at the first

hour (Mse=0.1453, P < 0.5). Also, it was found that

the average score at the tenth hour and the 29th hour

was found significantly larger than the average score

at the 30th hour. However, there was no significant

difference found on interaction between teaching

method and learning form, interaction between

teaching method and time, interaction between

learning form and time, and interaction among

teaching method, learning form, and time.

4. Conclusion

In this study "Woodworking" area was found to be

generally effective for fostering problem solving

abilitythrough the first hour to the 30th hour for Type

I , Type II, Type HI, and Type IV. Following the

results and findings of the study, fostering students'

problem solving ability should be studied further

including teaching and learning methods, proper

teaching materials, and teaching aids.
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Appendix 1. Problem Solving AbilityDiagnosis Test.

Let's look back our learning in the lessons of Industrial Technology

This survey does not affect your score,

applies most for yourself at present.

Appendix 2. Problem Solving AbilityEvaluation Test.

Let's look back the today's lesson.

Please look back the today's lesson and choose one answer for each question that applies

most for you.

A: It holds sufficientlytrue.

B: It holds rather true.

C: It does not hold true to some extent.

D: It does not hold true completely.

'


